
Visit business.amazon.com/ to 

Amazon Business
for Education

Education industry 
leaders in the US buy 
on Amazon Business

94%
of the top 100 largest 
school districts in the US

Customers in the education 
industry spend more than

33%
of their total yearly spend 
during Back to School on 
Amazon Business

90% 
of the top 500 K-12 school 
districts in the US

Simplify 
buying 
for Education
Amazon Business is improving the 
way to source the education-
relevant supplies across key 
categories like IT, classroom 
supplies, janitorial and sanitation, 
and more, making supply chains 
more efficient, simplifying 
contract administration, 
and bringing comparison-shopping 
to education.





 

 

 

Intrado Safety Suite is comprised of 
best-in-class solutions that bring 
unrivaled protection when used in 
concert with each other.  

Intrado solutions are backed by an 
unmatched position in the 911 
ecosystem, ensuring emergency 
requests for assistance reach the right 
first responders quickly with accurate 
location and incident details. 

40+ 
Years of 911 innovation 
and expertise. 

6000+ 
Connections to PSAPs 
across North America 

410M+ 
911 requests for 
assistance delivered a year 
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Safety Suite for K-12 Schools 
Intrado has leveraged over 40 years of 911 innovation and expertise to design the most 
advanced set of school safety solutions available for K-12 schools and districts. Safety Suite 
addresses emergencies from every angle with an end-to-end safety management platform, 
making safety management easier, crisis communications more effective, and emergency 
dispatch faster and more accurate. 

Make Every Second Count 

Safety Suite is an end-to-end emergency solution to prevent, prepare for, respond to and 
recover from any kind of threat with a comprehensive set of tools built for keeping schools, 
students and staff safe. 

• Customizable event triggers from active shooter, suspicious activity, medical and more. 

• Wearable panic button with triple redundancy and LTE coverage for including offsite 
events like field trips and sporting events 

• Real-time reunification, attendance and drill management 

• Store and share floor plans, SOPs and ERP checklists 

• One and two-way chat feature with the ability to add images and videos 

• Critical event information delivered direct to emergency dispatchers through ALI 
stream 
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Unified IP-based Alerts, Bell Scheduling, Paging & Notifications 

Manage communications and broadcast messages – to all on-campus screens and IP-based endpoints or create geofenced parameters for 
custom alerts in localized areas – all from a central hub. 

• Computer desktop takeovers for emergency alerts 

• Quickly address severe weather, hazardous conditions, or any other emergency scenario 

• Leverage existing IP devices like phones, speakers, and desktops for paging and notifications 

• Easily manage school bells and announcements across the district  

• Alert visual display boards, TV monitors, strobe lights, and PA systems to help visitors and students visually understand emergency 
broadcasts 

• After-hours motion detection alerts provide added security 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visitor Management 

Track, screen and keep record of school guests to know who is safe and who is not, control building access, manage visitor check-in and 
check-out, and limit the amount of time that people can spend on campus. 

• Unlimited sex offender checks from the most respected registry in the industry 

• Customizable visitor risk registries 

• Staff-operated check-in and self-service check-in options depending on your needs 

• Send alerts to staff when a flagged visitor arrives on campus



 

About Intrado  

Intrado is a global leader in public safety, providing software systems and services to the public safety community worldwide. With 
over forty years of experience in enabling emergency communications, Intrado delivers market-leading solutions that connect those 
in need with those who can best help them. Intrado's technology-driven solutions are designed to be robust, resilient, intuitive, and 
insightful, ensuring that emergency responders can quickly and effectively provide assistance when it is needed most. Intrado's 
mission is to save lives by improving public safety outcomes. 

For more information, please call 1-800-841-9000 or visit intrado.com  
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Wearable 911 Panic Button 

With triple redundancy through BLE, WiFi and Cellular/LTE, extended battery life, and daily health checks, staff can access services – on 
campus, in transit or at offsite events – with features that save valuable time and transmit critical data. 

• Simultaneously submit a 911 request for assistance while 
silently notifying staff campus-wide with haptic vibration 

• Instantly initiate building or campus lockdowns and easily 
cancel false alarms  

• Location data, incident details, floor plans and more are 
automatically shared with the 911 center 

• Full compliance with Alyssa’s Law with wearable, desktop, 
mobile and mounted options

 

Enterprise 911  

E911 services automate and simplify call routing and location 
management for FCC and state mandated E911 compliance.  

• Comply with all state and federal regulations including Kari’s Law and RAY BAUM’s act 

• Ensure 911 calls are quickly routed to the proper jurisdiction and include precise dispatchable location data 

• Connectivity to over 6000 Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) across North America 

• Compliant with all major IP-PBX platforms for seamless integration and interoperability 

For a truly complete and integrated approach to safety threat response, make Intrado Safety Suite a 
central piece of your emergency response strategy. 

 



 

 

 

Intrado Safety Suite is comprised of 
best-in-class solutions that bring 
unrivaled protection when used in 
concert with each other.  

Intrado solutions are backed by an 
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Wearable Panic Button 
Leveraging more than 40 years of 911 expertise and innovations, Intrado’s Wearable 911 
Panic Button offers a technologically advanced approach to safety devices with a unique set 
of features and smart design.  

The Wearable 911 Panic Button is part of the Intrado Safety Suite, a comprehensive set of 
solutions for end-to-end incident management. With Safety Suite, Intrado helps you 
prevent, respond to and recover from any type of emergency with services spanning 
unified alerts of IP-based endpoints, mass notifications, visitor management, reunification 
and more. 

A Modern Approach to Wearable Safety Devices 

Intrado’s Wearable 911 Panic Button delivers meaningful features that save valuable time 
and transmit critical data to make every second count.  

• Notify 911 immediately of an active shooter or other event while simultaneously 
notifying staff campus-wide by silent haptic vibration with flashing LED lights 

• Instantly initiate building or campus lockdowns and easily cancel false alarms  

• Customize device activation, types of alerts and which alerts notify 911 

• Location data, incident details, floor plans and more can be automatically shared with 
the 911 center 
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Unrivaled Connectivity 

Rest assured that staff can access services whether on campus, in transit or at offsite events.  

• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), WiFi and Cellular/LTE for 100% connectivity 

• Extended life rechargeable battery 

• Daily device health checks with dashboard results for added peace of mind 

 

Compact Design  

The Wearable 911 Panic Button is an ID-badge-sized device that can be configured for different scenarios and branded for your organization.  

• Programmable options for various emergency types 

• Lightweight design does not interfere with daily activities 

• Color and personalized logo options available  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety Suite for K-12, Higher Education, and Enterprise 

Intrado Safety Suite has desktop, mobile and mounted panic button options as well as features that align with the unique needs of K-12 
schools, higher education institutions, or businesses – including solutions that address state and federal Enterprise E911 regulations and 
Alyssa’s Law compliance.  

Intrado Safety Suite is comprised of best-in-class solutions that bring unrivaled protection when used in concert with each other. Intrado 
solutions are backed by an unmatched position in the 911 ecosystem, ensuring emergency requests for assistance reach the right first 
responders quickly with accurate location and incident details. 

410 million 911 requests for assistance a year



 

About Intrado  

Intrado is a global leader in public safety, providing software systems and services to the public safety community worldwide. With 
over forty years of experience in enabling emergency communications, Intrado delivers market-leading solutions that connect those 
in need with those who can best help them. Intrado's technology-driven solutions are designed to be robust, resilient, intuitive, and 
insightful, ensuring that emergency responders can quickly and effectively provide assistance when it is needed most. Intrado's 
mission is to save lives by improving public safety outcomes. 

For more information, please call 1-800-841-9000 or visit intrado.com  
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Safety Suite for K-12, Higher Education, and Enterprise 

Intrado Safety Suite has desktop, mobile and mounted panic button options as well as features that align with the unique needs of K-12 
schools, higher education institutions, or businesses – including solutions that address state and federal Enterprise E911 regulations and 
Alyssa’s Law compliance.  

Intrado Safety Suite is comprised of best-in-class solutions that bring unrivaled protection when used in concert with each other. Intrado 
solutions are backed by an unmatched position in the 911 ecosystem, ensuring emergency requests for assistance reach the right first 
responders quickly with accurate location and incident details. 

• Over 40 years of 911 innovation and expertise 

• Connections to over 6000 Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) across North America 

• Delivering over 410 million 911 requests for assistance a year 

 

For a truly complete and integrated approach to safety threat response, make Intrado Safety Suite a 
central piece of your emergency response strategy. 

 



Who is Kokomo24/7®? 

Most districts 
are not providing 
their schools 
with streamlined 
technology solutions 

Most comprehensive health, safety, and 
operational software platform available

Cost savings up to 35% when switching to the Kokomo 
platform.

Districts realize immediate impact to students and school 
community upon rollout.

Centralized repository, one source, for all data, even from 
different Kokomo module functionality.

Data coherence and transparency, while meeting 
compliance requirements.

Modular platform allows for future growth in or out of 
Kokomo software modules without down-time or training.

We help districts implement and 
manage student health, safety, 
and well-being initiatives. 

Partner with Los Angeles Unified 
School District since 2018.

Partner with Chicago Pubic 
Schools.

Industry Problem:

Solution:  
Why Districts Work with Kokomo24/7®? 

info@kokomo247.com

877-565-6668

www.kokomo247.com



Districts don’t have one centralized 
dashboard to track and monitor 

student and school incidents. 

Districts don’t provide students 
with a mobile, text-based, system 
to report dangerous behavior or 
leakage to school administrators.

Incident Management Anonymous Reporting Emergency Alert 

One centralized dashboard to help 
you collect, track, manage and 

respond to both the predictable and 
the unpredictable.

Provides students, staff, and 
community members with a 

safe and private way to report 
concerning behavior.

Districts are not equipping staff 
or students with a two-way 

communication enabled panic 
button in times of severe crisis 

including armed assailant.

Help ensure the safety of all 
community members with a way 

 to call for help during times of 
extreme emergency.

Problem

Solution

Core Kokomo ProductsSPOTLIGHT 

Additional Kokomo Products

Districts often lack the technical 
resources to securely manage 

student immunization requirements 
or provide students with proper 

health resources.

Problem

Wellness Tracker Visitor Management Communication Management

Manage student health and 
wellbeing with telehealth and 

records management, in compliance 
with HIPAA requirements.  

Solution Ensure all visitors are properly 
tracked through screening tools 
and option for digital badging.

Districts don’t have adequate 
control of their visitor management 

perimeter in today’s climate of 
violent.

Districts lack effecient ways to 
automate messaging tasks or mass 
communications to their community.

Help students, staff, and  
parents to  stay informed of 

important emergency and non-
emergency updates.

Districts can be more efficient with 
facility management if they integrate 

with their central data repository.
Problem

Facility Management 

Manage school spaces like 
 desks, rooms, or large gathering 
areas, easily tracking reservations 

 or requests.

Solution

Districts often lack accountability 
for their hardware assets and even 

less accountability for software 
licenses, leading to an inefficiency 

of district funds.

Asset Management

Manage district technology 
devices licenses, and service or 

repair tickets.

Districts often don’t implement 
software management tools when 

holding events to manage the health 
and safety of attendees.

Event Management 

One comprehensive tool to help 
streamline event management.

Districts often don’t have a single 
repository to visualize all of their 

data points.
Problem

Observation Management 

Assess educators in the classroom, 
easily tracking observations in one 

integrated database.

Solution

Districts need accountability for 
asset patrolling on such things as 

bus yards, parking lots.

Patrol Management

Track and manage employee 
patrols or inspections of sites 

and facilities.

Districts often lack accountability for 
student bus ridership tracking.

Ridership Management 

Securely track students’ safe 
passage onto and off of school 

buses.

ISTAR LASAR EA App

RTS ACCELERATED DAYS

TECH DISPATCH SUPE’S ADDRESS

PATROL



Prevent or delay active shooters from entering through glass 
doors and windows with security window film from NGS.

Security camera footage from the Nashville tragedy 
horrifically demonstrated the vulnerability of unprotect-
ed glass. Like Sandy Hook, the perpetrator gained access 
to the building in seconds by shooting the glass doors.

Is your glass vulnerable?
Defend your glass with security window film from NGS. Recom-
mended by the Federal Commission on School Safety, the Sandy 
Hook Advisory Commission, and the Texas Education Agency, 
security window film can:
• Delay entry
• Reduce visibility 
• Contain spall (shattered glass)

NGS is the nation's leading glazing security contractor offering 
building security assessments and have a team of consultants 
who are dedicated to locating and procuring grant money. We 
have successfully protected vulnerable glass in hundreds of 
school districts nationwide, and offer streamlined procurement 
via our EDGAR-compliant cooperative purchasing agreements 
and government contracting vehicles.

Scan the QR code to learn more about glazing secu-
rity and how to protect your students and staff from 
a breach through glass doors and windows.



ACTIVE SHOOTER 
PROTECTION
The Only AI Visual Gun Detection 
Solution with Automated Response and 
Emergency Notification



IDENTIFY GUN THREATS

AT FIRST SIGHT
Gun violence and active shooter incidents are on the 
rise in the United States. How are you responding 
to these increasing threats? More security guards? 
More cameras? Who’s watching existing video feeds? 
New threats call for new layers of protection.

Omnilert Gun Detect taps into existing cameras 
to identify hand guns and long guns 24x7. At 
the first sight of a gun, it sends an alert nearly 
instantly for human verification, which can be done 
flexibly by your own team, Security Operations 
Center, or using Omnilert’s monitoring service. 
Once confirmed, activate your action plan at 
the touch of button – lock doors, notify police, 
and send notifications to those in harm’s way.

Omnilert Gun Detect is the only cost-effective, 

end-to-end solution offering reliable visual 

gun detection, flexible human verification, 

and automatic safety system activation. 
At Omnilert, we believe that early threat 
detection and rapid response are crucial to 
the success of any modern safety system.

Your existing 
security 
cameras

AI-powered 
monitoring 
software 

and human 
verification

Automatic 
response 
execution



STOP ACTIVE SHOOTERS

BEFORE THEY ENTER
Without question, the best scenario is to stop an 
active shooter before they gain access to your 
facility. Unfortunately, this rarely happens. Take 
the 2022 Safeway shooting in Bend, OR; Tops 
supermarket mass shooting in Buffalo, NY; or the 
school shootings in Uvalde, TX or Nashville, TN 
as examples. In all cases, the shooter was first 
spotted outside with a fully brandished weapon.

Omnilert Gun Detect could have detected those 
gun threats and responded by automatically locking 
facility doors and notifying police before the 
gunman made it to the entrance. Only AI visual gun 

detection can bring protection inside 

and outside your facilities.



01STEP

DETECTION
DETECT WEAPONS RELIABLY WITH 

PROVEN AI TECHNOLOGY

Reliable detection is the cornerstone of Omnilert 
Gun Detect. Gun Detect uses advanced AI 
algorithms to analyze video from existing security 
cameras in real time. Our approach relies on 
high-quality, 100% organic training data to reach 
the highest levels of accuracy and reliability.

Our technology can identify guns in a wide range 
of environments, from interiors to crowded outdoor 
spaces. Unlike simplistic image recognition, Gun 

Detect has a multi-step process that recognizes 

a body, then looks for a gun and the physical 

behavior consistent with gun violence.

Whether you’re securing a school, office, 
or government facility, Gun Detect 
provides the detection capabilities you 
need to keep your people safe.



02STEP

VERIFICATION
FLEXIBLE VERIFICATION OPTIONS 

SUPPORT YOUR WORKFLOWS 

There’s always a human in the loop to verify gun 
detections. In less than a second, a notification 

showing a still image of the detection, close up of 

the gun and video along with a map, camera name 

and precise location is sent to the designated team.  

With Omnilert Gun Detect, you are given the 
flexibility to choose your verification methods. 
Whether you select Omnilert Monitoring, your 
own security operations center (SOC) or internal 
teams, a combination of these, or even a third party 
service of your choice, our open platform was 
designed to support you and your changing needs. 



03STEP

ACTIVATION
ACTIVATE A FULL SCALE EMERGENCY 

RESPONSE IN SECONDS

In addition to activating a police response, Omnilert 
Gun Detect can orchestrate a full-scale lockdown 
using your existing systems and tools. By turning 
your written response plans into pre-defined, scripted 
workflows, our platform can automate your response 

and safety systems with speed and precision.

With Omnilert Gun Detect, you can be confident 
that your response to a gun threat will be rapid, 
efficient, and effective, helping you to protect 
your people and keep them out of harm’s way.



04STEP

NOTIFICATION
INSTANTLY NOTIFY POLICE, STAFF, 

AND OTHERS IMPACTED

Once a gun threat is verified, fast and effective 
communication is paramount. Omnilert Gun Detect 
facilitates communication directly or through off-
the-shelf integrations, allowing you to communicate 
automatically and efficiently with those in 
harm’s way and your broader communities.

With comprehensive multi-channel communications, 
you can share intelligence beyond mass text, 
email, and voice notifications. Our platform 

integrates with alarms, communications platforms, 

digital signage, emergency lighting, social 

media, websites and more to ensure your alerts 

reach your audience as soon as possible.

For those on-site, use the platform to provide clear and 
actionable information on where to go and what to do 
to stay safe. For those off-site, it’s guidance on staying 
away, staying secure, and getting updates over time.



MILITARY-GRADE

AI TECHNOLOGY
Omnilert Gun Detect utilizes state-of-the-art artificial 
intelligence technology with its roots in the U.S. 
Department of Defense and DARPA. This military-

inspired AI technology was originally born from 

experience with real-time target recognition 

and threat classification for the battlefield.

Omnilert’s data-centric AI 
methodology prioritizes 
high-quality training data 
vs. the highest volume of 
images. 100% organic training 
data has been used since 
development began in 2018. 
We don’t employ synthetic 
data, gaming engines or other 
methods such as studios 
and green screens. We train 
only with video from actual 
cameras in live environments 
to achieve the best results.

CONTACT US: 800.600.3911        INFO@OMNILERT.COM        OMNILERT.COM

If you are interested in 
learning more about how 
Omnilert Gun Detect can help 
protect your organization, 
schedule a demo today!
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Physical Health Emotional & Mental 
Health

Behavioral Health

Personalized 
Education

Student & School 
Safety

Whole Child 
Student 

Wellness

• Threat &  
Suicide Risk 
Assessment

• Student  
Monitoring & 
Safety Plan

• Required State 
Reporting

• Nursing Services/Clinic Visit 
Documentation

• Medication Administration  
Individual Health Plans

• Health Screening
• Immunization Tracking

• Professional, Learning  
& Leadership Development

• Medicaid Reimbursement
• Education Consulting
• Tutoring, Afterschool  

Programs, and System  
Documentation

• Diagnostic Assessment
• Plan of Care Creation
• Service Documentation
• MTSS- Social and  

Emotional Learning

• Special Education, 504, 
English Learners, & Gifted 
Eligibility and Plan Creation

• MTSS
• Parent Engagement
• Document Translation & 

Storage

• Identify Students 
at Risk

• MTSS - Track  
Interventions,  
Modifications, & 
Accommodations

• Service  
Documentation

• FBA/BIP Creation

Public Consulting Group (PCG) offers consulting services and technology solutions that help schools, school 
districts, and state education agencies and ministries of education to promote student success, improve 
programs and processes, and optimize financial resources.

Our whole child approach focuses on addressing student success across a variety of areas, including physical 
health, emotional and mental health, behavioral health, personalized education, and school safety.

We have proven experience in working with K-12 schools to integrate and adopt solutions that guide  
processes, organize supports, focus attention, and document progress to keep youth healthy, safe, engaged, 
supported, and challenged. 

PCG Education Solutions

For more information about PCG’s education  
solutions, speak to our team at Booth #1644.



Effectively manage drills, instantly notify 
first responders, accurately account for 
individuals and safely reunify families.

RAPTOR®
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Create a chronology of proactive 
concerns for an individual student 
so authorized staff has a holistic 
view of an individual student’s 
wellbeing.  

RAPTOR®
STUDENTSAFE™

++

+

+

+

+

RECOVER.
RAPTOR®
ACCOUNTABILITY

Connected with your student 
information system, Raptor enables 
staff to account for themselves 
and students directly in the 
Raptor mobile app while providing 
real-time status and location 
information. 

Connected to your student 
information system, Raptor helps 
ensure students are quickly 
and safely reunified with only 
approved guardians. 

RAPTOR®
REUNIFICATION

+

PREPARE.

Part of the Raptor Emergency 
Management Solution, Drill 
Manager prepares staff, students 
and first responders for any 
emergency by practicing and 
learning from the drills.

RAPTOR®
DRILL
MANAGER

RESPOND.

At the center of the Raptor 
Emergency Management Suite is 
Raptor Alert, a silent panic alert 
system that works on the wired, 
wireless or cellular devices your 
schools and staff use every day.  

RAPTOR®
PANIC ALERT

PREVENT.

Simultaneously reduce the effort 
and scale the impact of your 
volunteer program—all while 
following your safety protocols. 

RAPTOR®
VOLUNTEER 
MANAGEMENT

Decide who is allowed on your 
campus and who can leave with 
a student.

RAPTOR®
VISITOR 
MANAGEMENT

+

This can’t wait. 
Scan the QR code to learn more  

about our school safety solutions  
or call us at 877-772-7867

EVACUATE DRILL

Initiating

+

+

The Raptor School 
Safety Suite of Products
Giving you EVERY advantage when  
it comes to protecting your schools

Raptor Technologies, LLC, All rights reserved. 
Raptor, Raptor Technologies and StudentSafe are trademarks of Raptor Technologies. 202305

Initiating

About Raptor

Raptor has partnered with 52,000+ 
schools globally, including 5,000+ U.S. 
school districts, to provide integrated 
visitor, volunteer, automated attendance 
and dismissal, emergency management, 
safeguarding, and early intervention, 
software and services covering the full 
spectrum of school and student safety.

+

AI-based, automated dismissal 
solutions including car line, 
bus management, after school 
programs, and more.

RAPTOR®
SCHOOLPASS 
DISMISSAL

Modernize your classroom 
attendance-taking practices 
with automated per-period 
attendance and hall passes.

RAPTOR®
SCHOOLPASS
ATTENDANCE



Keep Your Students Safe,
Secure, and Ready to Learn
The Securly Student Wellness Solution gives you the most comprehensive view into your 
students’ safety and wellness so you can feel confident you’re taking the most proactive 
and preventive approach.

With the Securly Student Wellness Solution, you can: 
• Proactively collect safety and wellness data about your students 

• Reliably analyze the data to identify indicators of risk 

• Quickly investigate and intervene to prevent the worst from happening

Proactively measure 
and monitor trends

Lo
w

   
    

Medium        High      M
ayday

Investigate and respond to suicide, 
bullying, and violence alerts

Intervene in the 
moment

How students 
are feeling

What students are
demonstrating offline

What students are 
doing online

What students are 
searching for online

Collect 
Student Safety & Wellness Data

Analyze 
Student Safety & Wellness Data

Take Action 
To Improve Student Safety & Wellness



Your Complete Wellness Solution

Online Student Wellness Monitoring

Address threats of bullying, violence, self-harm, and suicide early and effectively with 
powerful and proactive AI-enabled capabilities.

Empower students to have a voice in the wellness journey through regular wellness 
checks and help them develop self-regulation skills.

Daily Safety & Wellness Insights

K-12 Specific Cloud Based Web Filtering

Get additional context for Aware alerts—and visibility and control over all devices 
regardless of location—with our industry-leading CIPA-compliant cloud web filter.

Customize parents’ control over their child’s school device when it goes home.

Family & Guardian Engagement App

Give teachers and staff an easy way to capture and share observed student wellness 
behaviors with your student services team.

Observed Wellness Data Recording

Enlist safety experts to analyze and validate alerts from Aware and escalate 
response—before things get worse.

Expert Alert Analysis & Management

sales@securly.com 1-855-SECURLY www.securly.com
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